Public Cultural Space
Suspended Gardens, a sustainable development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Constructed with low-carbon cement and consisting of three main layers with each layer serving a specific purpose. Layer one mainly serves as part of the city itself that has the interconnected courtyards with a free-flowing concept for visitors. Layer two offers social and cultural attractions accompanied by vernacular architectural solutions for a sustainable design. Layer three is mainly responsible for the energy generation from natural resources. Use of the wind catchers, natural shading, cooling air mixing nozzles, mesh fabric-based air ventilation and fog catchers are all implemented artfully and innovatively throughout Suspended Gardens. Although each of the layers act as a separate component of the design, the whole design has a unique language of offering the most pleasant environment possible which makes people enthusiastic about spending time in the space and remember it as a great experience rather than just visiting. The unique design establishes and reinforces identity and helps to build identity. People are put in natural surroundings and are taken back to the roots of their cultural values.

Social and cultural attraction for tourists and contributing to economy

Interesting cultural tourism through the comprehensive design that is centered on the skill and the role with more emphasis on the cultural and social aspects. Tourism not only gets the experience but the space has to offer as far as the social events and programs, they gets to emerge in an authentic experience of the region and what it has to offer. Giving the place an identity it gains knows this authentic traditions and people, which again helps to marked local social in general. Position for the economic and social development in that it generates new ideas and to incorporate among the local population.